The election by the Council of the following Fellows was duly confirmed:

Jiri Alter, University Observatory, 14 Čechova, Praha VII, Czechoslovakia;
Donald Robert Barber, B.Sc., A.Inst.P., Lyndhurst, Salcombe Road, Sidmouth, Devon;
David Stanley Evans, King’s College, Cambridge; and

The following candidates were proposed for election as Fellows of the Society, the names of the proposers from personal knowledge being appended:

William Bradshaw Housman, The Observatory, Seaton, Workington, Cumberland (proposed by T. E. R. Phillips);
Frederick George Jones, 8 Clifton Vale, Clifton, Bristol (proposed by J. H. H. Robinson); and
James Barrett Livingston, Warwick Close, Weansway, Bishop’s Avenue, London, N. 2 (proposed by E. W. Barlow).

One hundred and eleven presents were announced as having been received since the last ordinary meeting.

The President announced that the late Miss Julia Lindley had bequeathed to the Society the sum of £1,000.